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In this paper we reformulate N = 1; D = 4 supergravity theory coupled to chiral multi-
plets using ingredients that are manifestly covariant under complex dieomorphisms of the
Kahler target space. This simplies the action and transformation rules at the superconfor-
mal level and streamlines the passage to the physical theory, which is invariant under local
Poincare supersymmetry. We explicitly retain the auxiliary elds of the chiral multiplets,
keeping these o-shell. This formulation permits the construction of supergravity theories

















Nonlinear supersymmetry breaks the usual degeneracy between bosonic and fermionic
degrees of freedom. It can be seen to follow from imposing supersymmetric constraints
on the supereld, leading to constrained superelds. The present constructions include
a nilpotent eld coupled to the supergravity multiplet [1, 2] as well as physical chiral
and vector multiplets [3{5]. Moreover, extensions have been proposed involving additional
constrained superelds subject to orthogonal constraints [6, 7]. An overview of such possi-
bilities can be found in [8, 9]. Finally, one can construct de Sitter supergravity by imposing
constraints involving the supergravity multiplet as well [10, 11].
Given these prolic developments in constrained superelds, it is clearly advantageous
to solve for any auxiliary elds at the latest possible stage, in order to allow for as many con-
straints. This is exactly what our current formulation provides, with the nal Poincare re-
sult containing the auxiliary elds h0 and h of the supergravity and chiral multiplets.
The latter correspond to the order parameters of supersymmetry breaking. In the case of
linearly realized supersymmetry, these are taken as auxiliary elds of a non-constrained
supereld and take their Gaussian values in terms of the physical components. In the case
of a non-linear realization, however, the auxiliary eld is a free parameter and instead some
of the otherwise physical components are solved in terms of this parameter.
The proposed framework allows for arbitrary numbers of constrained and independent
superelds. For instance, it can be used to analyze the situation with a number of nilpotent
superelds in addition to independent chiral multiplets. Similarly, it allows for arbitrary
couplings between the dierent types of elds.
An important role in our derivation is played by the covariance of supersymmetry
transformations and auxiliary elds. We will employ a formulation in which these trans-
form covariantly under reparametrizations of the target space spanned by the scalars  of
the theory. This formulation was emphasized very recently in [12], where further details
and motivation can be found. The key point is that symmetry transformations  (which
can include Killing isometries, supersymmetry, . . . ) generically do not transform covari-
antly under reparametrizations. To remedy this situation, one can introduce covariant
transformations and derivatives dened by
^i = i +  ijk
jk ; ri = @i +  ijkj@k : (1.1)
These are the unique quantities that transform covariantly both under target space repara-
metrizations as well as other symmetries.
Previous formulations of the supergravity theories, some of which also retain aspects
of the auxiliary elds [13, 14], were not manifestly covariant under the reparametrizations
of these two manifolds. With the methods of [12] we can rewrite all essential formulas in a
more geometric fashion, such that reparametrization invariance is manifest. This formula-
tion is very useful in the context of the transition from the superconformal formulation of
matter-coupled supergravity to the super-Poincare theory. A key point is that the covari-
ant transformations of the superconformal theory maintain covariance after gauge-xing to
the super-Poincare theory. This allows us to obtain the supersymmetry transformations of
the elds in the physical Poincare supergravity theory in a straightforward way from those

















Though many ingredients of our work apply to both N = 2 and N = 1 theories, we
will restrict ourselves in this paper to N = 1 supergravity coupled to chiral multiplets. The
Weyl multiplet is the gauge multiplet that allows local supersymmetry. Its vector gauge
eld A is an auxiliary eld, and we will use its eld equations. On the other hand, the
auxiliary elds of the chiral multiplets will remain o-shell. We will derive the covariant
supersymmetry transformations and the action for the full eld content fz; ; hg of
chiral multiplets. Gauge multiplets can be included in this new formulation, but they will
rather appear as spectators in the theory of the chiral multiplets, and we omit them here.
The Kahler manifolds inN = 1 andN = 2 D = 4 supergravity are projective manifolds
embedded in larger Kahler manifolds that have conformal properties. The formulation
of Poincare supergravity as a broken superconformal theory makes use of `compensating
elds', whose presence allows the super-Poincare group to be promoted to a superconformal
group. We start with n+ 1 chiral multiplets, with complex scalar elds XI , I = 0; : : : ; n.
This includes the compensating scalar eld and others scalars that will be physical in the
super-Poincare theory. However, we do not want to specify which of the elds XI is the
compensator. That is part of the reparametrization invariance that we do not want to
break. We will use the name `embedding manifold' for the scalar manifold with n + 1
complex elds, and `projective manifold' for the complex n-dimensional manifold that
describes the super-Poincare theory.
We start in section 2 by reviewing the main general results needed for a covariant
formulation, as found in [12]. These will be exploited in full in this paper. In section 3 we
discuss the superconformal theory in the covariant formulation, emphasizing the role of the
various symmetries. This extends the results of section 3 in [12] to include superconformal
transformations. We present the covariant transformation rules and the covariant form of
the action. In section 4 we introduce the convenient variables to discuss the super-Poincare
theory. We discuss the gauge xing that leads to the Poincare group and the resulting
projective space. The relation between superconformal and Poincare supersymmetry is
presented in section 5. With these preliminaries in place, one can derive the transformation
laws of the Poincare elds smoothly, given the superconformal transformations. We obtain
the full transformation rules, and the part of the action relevant for auxiliary elds, in
section 6. We conclude with a synopsis, and a brief discussion of applications to constrained
multiplets in section 7.
2 Geometrisation of transformations
We summarize the main ideas and results of [12] for a theory that contains scalar elds
i(x) that are maps from spacetime to coordinate charts on a Riemannian target space
M with metric gij() and Christoel connection  
i
jk. We require covariance under
reparametrizations
i ! 0i() : (2.1)
The theory may as well contain composite vectors V i(), such as Killing vectors, and other

















of the tangent bundle of M . Their transformation laws1
V i()! V 0i(0()) = @
0i
@j




are similar, but there is an important dierence that we discuss shortly. As in most
treatments of supersymmetry, the elds i and i are considered as independent, so that
fi; ig form a basis of the eld space.
Readers are probably familiar with the following denition of covariant spacetime
derivatives2 of i; V i(); i:
ri = @i ;







ri = @i +  ijkk(@j) : (2.3)
Using (2.1){(2.2) and the transformation property of  ijk, one can show that these covariant
derivatives transform as vectors.
Consider an innitesimal symmetry operation
i(; ) ; i(; ) ; (2.4)
on our system such as spacetime translations or supersymmetry. Then (2.1){(2.2) show
that i is a vector, but i and the induced transformation V i() are not. Again
we need a connection term to dene covariant transformations in the last two cases:
[15], [16, appendix 14B]
^V i()  V i() +  ijkjV k() = j(@jV i +  ijkV k() ;
^i  i +  ijkjk (2.5)
We can now observe the dierence between the covariant rules for composite vectors
V i() and vector-valued elds such as i(x). Only the former can be expressed in terms
of covariant derivatives on M . To make this clear we repeat
rV i() = (@j)rjV i() ; ^V i() = (j)rjV i() : (2.6)
Note that the covariant rules dened above for vectors can be easily extended to covectors
and tensors. For the metric of which  ijk are the Christoel symbols:
rgij() = (@k)rkgij = 0 ; ^gij = (k)rkgij = 0 : (2.7)
We now state a principle that is both obvious when thought about and powerful in
operation: If an action is built as a scalar from vectors and tensors, then invariance under
a symmetry operation  is equivalent to invariance under the covariant transformation ^.
1We use the notation V i(), to indicate an equation that is only valid when V i() is a function of the
scalars and not of other elds of the theory.

















Ordinary derivatives and transformations commute by denition:
@ = @ ; (2.8)
but the commutator of ^ and r gives rise to curvature terms.
^rV i = r^V i +Rk`ijV j(k)(@`) : (2.9)
Furthermore, curvature terms appear also in the commutator of covariant derivatives
and the commutator of covariant transformations. This relation as well as those below,
which were derived in [12], are valid both for composite V i() and vector-valued elds
such as i(x);














where 1 is a shortcut for [1]), . . . and 3 is the function of 1 and 2 determined by the
structure of the symmetry algebra.
We close this section with an exercise for interested readers. Let ki() be a Killing
vector on M that acts on fermions elds as i = @jk
ij. By the rules stated above the
covariant form of this symmetry operation is ^i = rjkij. Without peeking at [12], show
that ^ri = rjkirj.
3 Covariant superconformal theory
In the rst stage of the superconformal approach to N = 1; D = 4 supergravity, a set of
chiral multiplets, denoted by fXI ; 
I ; F Ig, with Weyl weight 1, is coupled to the Weyl
multiplet fea;  ; b; Ag. The complex scalar elds XI(x) are coordinates of a Kahler
manifold with conformal symmetry. A conformal Kahler manifold obeys certain homo-
geneity conditions, which we explain in the next subsection. These conditions constrain
the allowed reparametrizations and also induce a chiral symmetry. We apply the geometric
methods of section 2 to dene covariant derivatives and covariant transformations, which
transform properly under homogeneous reparametrizations and chiral transformations. We
then focus on covariant superconformal transformations of fXI ; 
I ; F Ig and also write
the superconformal action that determines their dynamics. We refer to this setting as the
geometric superconformal theory. This prepares the way for a covariant treatment of the
physical supergravity theory in section 4.
3.1 Superconformal Kahler manifolds
We rst discuss the embedding space spanned by the scalars of the superconformal the-
ory, together with a covariant formulation of its symmetries. In outline, our discussion
follows [12], but we emphasize two new ingredients, namely homogeneity and chiral sym-

















The scalars XI are coordinates of a Kahler manifold. Its metric is determined by a
Kahler potential as usual:
GI J = NI J  @I@ JN(X; X) : (3.1)
In order to apply it to the physical supergravity theory, as we will discuss it in section 4,
the metric should have signature ( ;+;   +), which corresponds to the index values
I = (0; 1; : : : n). The negative direction corresponds to the conformal compensator, but
in this fully covariant approach we need not identify it more specically.
Homogeneity. An important condition imposed by superconformal symmetry is that the
Kahler potential N = N(X; X) is homogeneous of weight one3 in both the holomorphic
and the anti-holomorphic coordinates. The homogeneity condition requires the equations
(in a notation where subscripts on N indicate derivatives)
N(X; X) = XINI = X
INI = NI JX
I X
J NI = NI J
X
J ;
XINIJ = 0 NIJ K
X
K = NIJ X
KNKI J = 0 : (3.2)
An important consequence of homogeneity is that geometrical quantities, such as the con-
nection and curvature tensor4 for the Kahler manifold, have zero vectors, viz
 IJK = G
I LNLJK ; X
J IJK = 0 ; (3.3)
RI JK L = NI JK L  NIK MG MNNN J L ; XIRI JK L = 0 : (3.4)
Kahler transformations of N(X; X) are not permitted since holomorphic additional terms
do not satisfy the homogeneity requirement.
Chiral symmetry. Homogeneity of the superconformal Kahler manifold, together with
its complex structure, imply that there are separate dilatation and chiral symmetries under
which the scalars XI ; X
J transform as
XI = (D + iT )X
I ;  X
I = (D   iT ) X I : (3.5)
These are the Weyl scaling and the chiral T -symmetry, which is the U(1) R-symmetry of
the conformal supersymmetry algebra. The Lagrangian contains auxiliary connections for
both symmetries. The T -connection is the gauge eld A(x) of the Weyl multiplet.
5 We
focus on the T -connection, since the dilatation gauge eld b will be set to zero when gauge
xing the special conformal transformations in the passage to the Poincare theory. The
scalar Lagrangian is therefore
L =  NI JgrXIr X J ; (3.6)
3This means that the manifold possesses a `closed homothetic Killing vector' [17] (summarized in [16,
section 15.7]). The presence of such a vector kD
I implies conformal symmetry, and in a Kahler manifold,
it further implies a Killing vector for the T -symmetry: kT
I = ikD
I . In this paper we choose coordinates
where this closed homothetic Killing vector is aligned in the direction kD
I = XI . A generalization to more
general coordinates is possible.
4In general, closed homothetic Killing vectors are zero-modes of the curvature.


















rXI = @XI   iAXI : (3.7)
and the T-connection A transforms as A = @T . The connection is an auxiliary eld





I  N J@ X J

: (3.8)
After substitution of this result in (3.6), we nd the equivalent Lagrangian
L =   1
4N
@N@
N  N(@XI)(@ X J)@I@ J lnN : (3.9)
Upon redening N =  r2 this can be interpreted as a cone over a projective manifold. Note
that the radial direction has a kinetic term of the wrong sign. However, this corresponds
to the conformal compensator and not to a physical eld and does not pose a problem.
The composite connection A in (3.8) must be included in our covariant denitions as




and we extend the denition of covariant derivatives r, (1.1), with the T -connection:
rV I  (@   icA)V I +  IJKV J@XK : (3.11)
This transforms as a tangent vector under coordinate reparametrizations, and has chiral
weight c. Similarly, we dene covariant transformation rules as
^V I  V I +  IJKV JXK ; (3.12)
which also transform as a tangent vector.
In the special case of composite vectors on the target space, i.e. V I = V I(X; X), the
T -transformation is implemented as the Killing symmetry
TV
I(X; X) = iT (X
J@J   X J@ J)V I(X; X) : (3.13)
Covariant spacetime derivatives and transformation rules satisfy relations to covariant
derivatives on the Kahler manifold, i.e.
rJV I = @JV I +  IJKV K ; r JV I = @ JV I ; (3.14)
which generalize (2.6),
rV I(X; X) = rXJ rJV I +r X J r JV I ; ^V I(X; X) = XJrJV I + X Jr JV I ;
(3.15)
since the T -connections follow this pattern on account of (3.13). The last equation is valid
separately for all transformations, e.g. both for supersymmetry and for T -transformations.

















In the rest of this paper we develop covariant formulas under homogeneous
reparametrizations6 of the target space. This means that coordinates transform as vec-
tors under this class of reparametrizations,
XI ! X 0I(X) = XI@IX 0I(X) ; (3.16)
which is not true for the more general coordinate transformations of section 2.
3.2 Covariant superconformal transformations
In this section we obtain the covariant form of the supersymmetry variations given in [16,
(17.3)]. The rules for target space covariance are essentially as given in section 3 of [12],
but we extend them to incorporate two features of superconformal supergravity. First
we have local S-supersymmetry with parameter . Second, the superconformal covariant
derivatives include connections of the Weyl multiplet. The covariant transformations are7

































where we introduced the covariant auxiliary eld






The superconformal covariant derivatives depend on the elds of the Weyl multiplet: the
frame eld ea, the gravitino  , the dilatation gauge eld b and the T -gauge eld A.
These are independent elds. After the action is constructed, the eld equation of A sets
it equal to A as in (3.8) plus a fermionic part given in (6.6) below. These derivatives are
























=DXI + F I   p2PLXI ;

























The spin connection used here is the conformal connection with gravitino and b torsion
!
ab = 2e[a@[e]








6If we use results of actions and transformations in a more general frame than frames where kID = X
I ,
the restriction to homogeneity can be removed.
7We use the notation that 





























The calculations to arrive at (3.17) are the same as in section 3 of [12]. We only have the
extra S-supersymmetry. The covariance of the S transformation part9 of 
I , is the state-
ment that XI behaves as a vector. This is only true for transformations of the form (3.16).
There is no S-transformation of F^ I in (3.17), because F I does not transform and the
S-transformations of the fermions in (3.18) do not contribute due to (3.3).10
The commutator relation applied on 

































L   (1$ 2))
i
(3.23)




XI should include an
analogous curvature term. But it vanishes due to (3.4).
3.3 Superconformal action
There are two independent parts of the superconformal action for chiral multiplets. The
rst is the covariant kinetic action, called [N ]D because it is a D-term which requires the
Kahler potential as input data. The second part is the superpotential action, an F -term
called [W]F , which is determined by the holomorphic superpotential W(X). Each part is
invariant under the transformation rules (3.17).
The kinetic action of [16, (17.19)] simplies considerably when one uses covariant
derivatives and F^ I . In this geometric formulation, it can be written as (it actually includes
kinetic terms for graviton and gravitino in the last line)
[N ]D e
 1 = NI J














































































8Since Z of [12] was a coordinate and not a vector, we did not dene a covariant derivative rZ.
Here XI is also a vector, and thus in principle we can dene the geometric covariant bDXI . However, due
to (3.3), this is equal to DXI .
9In a frame with an arbitrary closed homothetic Killing vector, the S-supersymmetry transformations
of 






I transforms to other frames as a vector.
10If we would formulate the transformations with an arbitrary closed homothetic Killing vector, F I
would transform under S, and the term in this extra part of F^ I , which is then  IJKkD
K , would cancel the

















The superpotential is a homogeneous, holomorphic function of Weyl weight 3:
XIWI = 3W; WI  @
@XI
W: (3.25)
The F -term action is given by






WI   
I + 1
2
W  PR  + h:c: ; (3.26)
where the semicolon sign is used for covariant derivatives, e.g. WI;J =WIJ   KIJWK . The
Ricci scalar R(!) is calculated with the spin connection in (3.21), and R0(Q) is given
in (3.20).
3.4 On shell transformation of auxiliary elds
The auxiliary eld F^ I can be eliminated using the algebraic eld equation11
F^ Ion-shell =  W KGI K =  WI : (3.27)
The covariant transformation of the right side gives
^(F^ Ion-shell) =  
1p
2
WI ; J  
 J : (3.28)
We now show that this result is consistent with (3.17) when the fermion equation of motion

















K +WI ; J
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WI ; J 
 J : (3.29)
The rst line of this equation is equal to the eld equation for the fermionic elds. Further,
the round brackets in the second line enclose the eld equation for the auxiliary elds. The
net result is indeed the on-shell transformation (3.28)!
4 Projective space and gauge xing
4.1 Introducing Poincare coordinates
The next important step is to move toward physical variables by the substitution
XI = yZI(z) : (4.1)
This relates the n+ 1 complex elds XI to new variables z with  = 1; : : : n and y. The
z are the physical scalars, which are coordinates on an n-dimensional projective Kahler
11Note that F^ I = 0 on shell is valid both in the rigid limit and in supergravity when W = 0. The reason
is that the F  term on the 2nd line of (3.24) cancels with a similar term in the supercovariant derivative
of 

















manifold. Because we require invariance under the reparametrization z ! z0(z), the






is a non-singular (n+ 1) (n+ 1) matrix.
When the Poincare coordinate Ansatz is substituted in (3.9), we nd that @y cancels
in the second term (see [16, section 17.3.4]), and the Lagrangian takes the form
L =   1
4N
@N@






; N = yyZIGI J
Z
J : (4.3)
Interpreting this as a cone, the projective manifold is a non-linear -model whose metric
is given by the Kahler potential
K(z; z) =  a ln
h








where we have included an arbitrary constant a for later convenience. Moreover, in these











@ ln(y=y) : (4.5)
Since this Lagrangian is simply a reparametrization of (3.6), it inherits its chiral and
dilatation symmetries.
However, there is now a new symmetry since the split of coordinates (4.1) is not unique:
it is invariant under
ZI ! e f(z)=aZI ; y ! ef(z)=ay : (4.6)
This induces Kahler transformations on the potential:
K(z; z)! K(z; z) + f(z) + f(z) : (4.7)
We consider the transformations with f and f as independent. Since we have these transfor-
mations we can choose the dilatations and T -transformation to act only on y and not on ZI ;
Dy = Dy ; T y = iT y ; Dz
 = T z
 = 0 : (4.8)
Hence y and ZI have chiral weights 1 and 0, respectively. More generally, functions of the
scalars y and z can have weights c, w+ and w  and transform as
(T [T ] + K[f ])V =
 
icT   a 1w+f(z)  a 1w  f(z)

V ; (4.9)
under T and Kahler transformations.
In order to dene covariant derivatives, we introduce auxiliary connections for Kahler
transformations12
! = !@z
 ; ! = @K ; ! = !@z  ; ! = @K : (4.10)
12Note that in [16, (17.162)] we used another normalization for ! and !, because we introduced them
as gauge elds of the symmetry Im f . Here we consider f and f as independent transformations, where


















c w+ w  w^+ w^ 
X 1 0 0 1=2  1=2
y 1  1 0  1=2  1=2
ZI 0 1 0 1 0
z 0 0 0 0 0

I  1=2 0 0  1=4 1=4
0;   3=2 0 0  3=4 3=4
F I  2 0 0  1 1
h0; h  3 0 0  3=2 3=2
W 3 0 0 3=2  3=2
W 0 3 0 3 0
Table 1. The chiral and Kahler weights of superconformal and super-Poincare elds. The weights
of the complex conjugate elds are obtained by c$  c, w+ $ w  and w^+ $ w^ .
The covariant derivatives are then dened as
rV 
 
@   icA + a 1w+! + a 1w !

V : (4.11)
For tensors there are the extra terms such as the last term in (3.11). The weights for
various elds and quantities are given in the left part of table 1.
In particular, the covariant derivative ry is thus
ry =
 















The latter two equations show that these covariant derivatives are an extension of (3.7),
consistent with (4.1).
4.2 Gauge xing
Superconformal symmetries that are not part of the Poincare superalgebra must be gauge
xed so as to maintain covariance under target space reparametrization. In this section
we discuss the xing of the bosonic symmetries, namely dilatation, chiral, and special
conformal13 symmetries.
Dilatations are xed by requiring that N is constant, i.e.
N(X; X) =  a : (4.14)


















For N = 1 supergravity, the value a = 3 2 canonically normalizes the Einstein-Hilbert







or a ln(yy) = K(z; z) : (4.15)
With this gauge choice, (4.12) implies
ry = 0 : (4.16)
To dene all variables in terms of z and z, we must determine both the modulus
of y(z; z) as in (4.15), and its phase. This is done by the chiral symmetry gauge xing
condition
y = y = eK=2a : (4.17)
As required, this expresses the eld y in terms of the Poincare elds (z; z).
An important consequence of this gauge choice is that the auxiliary chiral connec-
tion (4.5) can now be expressed as the pullback of covariant derivatives on the projective
manifold. For this purpose we write
A = A@z +A@z  ; A = i@ ln y = 1
2a
i@K : (4.18)
The last equation follows from (4.15).
4.3 Covariant derivatives in projective space
The coordinates of the projective manifold are z,  = 1; : : : ; n and their complex conju-
gates z . This manifold has a Kahler potential K(z; z), and corresponding metric
g = @@K(z; z) : (4.19)
Functions and tensors on the projective space depend on the spacetime points via their
dependence on z and z. Therefore we dene the split covariant derivatives as
rV (z; z)  rV @z +rV @z  ; (4.20)
for any scalar quantity V (z; z).
After the gauge xing, A and ! are both related to @K. As a consequence, only
specic combinations of the weights c and w occur in the covariant derivatives:
w^+ = w+ +
1
2
c ; w^  = w    1
2
c : (4.21)
These combined weights are also given in table 1. We then have
rV = @V + 1
a
w^+V (@K) ; rV = @V + 1
a
w^ V (@K) : (4.22)

















For quantities that transform as vectors and tensors under reparametrizations of the
embedding or projective space we include the appropriate Levi-Civita connections. Thus
for a vector V I , this becomes
rV I = @V I + 1
a
w^+V
I(@K) +  IJKV J@XK ;
rV I = @V I + 1
a





There are no Levi-Civita connection terms for rV I , but they might have Kahler connec-
tions. The covariant chain rule also holds:
rV I(z; z) = rXJrJV I : (4.24)
Similarly for tensors in the projective space, like V , we dene
rV  = @V  + 1
a
w^+V
(@K) +  V  : (4.25)
As a particular example of these covariant expressions, it follows from (4.16) that
ry = ry = 0 : (4.26)
Hence y is covariantly constant on the projective manifold and in spacetime. This indicates
that it is not a physical variable, but it is needed to enforce the Weyl scaling property






ZI ; rZI  @ZI = 0 : (4.27)
These equations are often used in the form
rXI = yrZI : (4.28)
Finally, these covariant derivatives can be applied to the metrics in embedding and
projective spaces,
rGI J = 0 ; rg = 0 ; (4.29)
and hence are compatible with the metrics of these spaces.
For scalar-dependent quantities that are dened in the embedding space, we can relate
r to the rI derivatives. In this case, we thus consider quantities V I built from the X
and X, which are therefore Kahler-invariant and w^ = c=2. Then one can prove that
rV I = rXJrJV I : (4.30)


















The general structure can be used to derive a number of geometric identities for these
derivatives. First of all, the commutators of covariant derivatives are determined by the
curvatures of the dierent symmetries. There are no curvatures in the commutators of two
holomorphic derivatives, but we haver;rV = a 1( w^+ + w^ )gV ;r;rV I = a 1( w^+ + w^ )gV I +RK LIJV J(@XK)(@ X L) ;r;rV = a 1( w^+ + w^ )gV +RV : (4.31)
Note that in the middle line of (4.31) we could replace @X
K byrXK due to the curvature
properties (3.4), and obtain a covariant expression.
The dilatational gauge xing condition can be written as
yy ZIGI J
Z
J =  a : (4.32)
Applying the covariant derivative r using (4.26) and the conjugate of (4.27) gives
yy GI J
Z
JrZI = 0 : (4.33)
Applying r on the latter we obtain
yy GI Jr Z JrZI =  yyGI J Z J(rrZI) = g ; (4.34)
where we have used the second line of the commutators (4.31), which implies
[r;r ]ZI =  a 1g ZI =) rrZI = a 1gZI : (4.35)






















relates the superconformal metric GI J to the conical form with projective metric g (and
radial direction with opposite signature).
A corollary of this relation follows by applying r to the second of (4.36). The r
acts only on the factor rZI from the l.h.s. (using also that rr Z J / Z J and thus does
not contribute using the same relation (4.36)) and gives 0 on the r.h.s.. Since GIJ and the
matrix (4.2) are invertible, this gives14
rrZI = 0 ; (4.38)
which will be useful later.
14Since we now include Levi-Civita connection in the denition of r this is the br introduced in

















Finally, we can obtain a relation between the curvature tensors of the embedding and
projective spaces using an extension of the commutator relations (4.31) when they act on
a quantity with both  and I indices:
[r ;r ]r ZI =  a 1g rZI R r ZI+(yrZK)(yr Z L)RK LIJrZJ : (4.39)
Using (4.38), (4.35) and (4.27), the left hand side is
a 1grZI : (4.40)
Next we contract this with yyGI Ir Z I , use (4.34), and rearrange the furniture to obtain
(yy)2RJ IK LrZJr Z IrZKrZ L = R   a 1(gg + g g) : (4.41)
Later we will need this relation.
4.5 Poincare elds
In (4.1), we related the superconformal coordinates XI to physical coordinates z (and to
y which can be considered a relic of the conformal compensator). In the same spirit, we
now introduce the full dictionary between the superconformal components of chiral multi-
plets (XI , 
I , F^ I) and super-Poincare components (z, , h) (and the superconformal
compensator relics y, 0, h0):






= XI0 +rXI ;




= XIh0 +rXIh : (4.42)
The relations of (4.36) allow us to write the inverse of these relations:
0 =  a 1y Z IGIJ
J ;  = y gr Z IGIJ
J ;
h0 =  a 1y Z IGIJ F^ J ; h = y gr Z IGIJ F^ J : (4.43)
Readers should note how the basis transformation (4.37) is used to relate quantities in the
superconformal and physical descriptions of the theory.
We choose a gauge xing for S-supersymmetry so that the dilation gauge xing con-
dition (4.14) is invariant under Q-supersymmetry (3.17):
S   gauge : NI
I = GI J X J
I = 0 , 0 = 0 : (4.44)
We will address the implications of this gauge choice later on.
5 Supersymmetry after gauge xing
In this section, we discuss the supersymmetry transformations of elds in the projective
space of the super-Poincare theory. Due to gauge xing, these involve combinations of

















are determined in section 5.1. They are called Poincare transformations and we use the
notation15  . We dene covariant transformations on functions of the scalars in section 5.2
and denote them by ^ . We discuss their relation with the superconformal supersymmetry,
and with the ordinary supersymmetries. On the basis of these properties we dene the
covariant transformations on other elds in section 5.3. These covariant transformations
are far more convenient, and we will only work with them in section 6.
5.1 Decomposition laws
Since we have gauge-xed dilatations, T -transformations and S-supersymmetry, these are
no longer independent symmetries of the physical theory. However, their eects per-
sist in `decomposition laws' and `compensating transformations' that express the `gauge-
xed' symmetry parameters in terms of symmetries that remain in the theory, namely
Q-supersymmetry and Kahler transformations.
We rst consider Kahler transformations (4.6), which leave the dilatation gauge
choice (4.15) invariant. However, they do not leave the T -gauge y = y invariant. This
leads to a decomposition law for the T -transformations, since the condition transforms
under these two symmetries
(K[f ] + T [T ]) (y   y) = 1
a
 
f(z)y   f(z)y+ iT (y + y) ; (5.1)




i(f   f) : (5.2)
Therefore, in the Poincare theory, Kahler transformations act on functions V as in (4.9)
 K[f ]V =















w^+f + w^  f

V : (5.3)
Note that these combine into the same combinations of chiral and Kahler weights as
in (4.21). In particular, note that though XI is invariant under the original Kahler trans-
formations, we have
 K[f ]X
I = i~T (f)X
I =   1
2a
(f   f)XI : (5.4)
The superconformal transformations are






The combination of these symmetries that remains after gauge xing should be such that it
can be obtained from (4.1) and (4.17) in terms of transformations of the Poincare variables
z and z :











  @Kz + @Kz  yZI + yrZI z : (5.6)

















To connect both expressions, we use the decomposition of 
I in (4.42), and the gauge (4.44).
Using the invertibility of (4.37), we can split the equality of (5.5) and (5.6) in two equations
D + iT =
1
2a
  @Kz + @Kz  ; 1p
2
 = z : (5.7)
The last one determines that  is the supersymmetry partner of z in the Poincare theory.
The rst one xes the dilatation and chiral transformations in terms of the Poincare su-
persymmetry variation z. We thus obtain that in general the Poincare supersymmetry
is the following combination of superconformal symmetries





@Kz   @Kz 

; (5.8)
involving a compensating chiral transformation (while D() = 0; because the right-hand
side of the rst equality in (5.7) is imaginary).
5.2 Poincare covariant transformations on functions of scalars
While compatible with the Poincare gauge choices, the above do not yet constitute covariant
supersymmetry transformations. We dene the covariant derivatives of functions of z and
z as a generalization of (3.15):
^ []V (z; z) = (rV )z + (rV )z  ; (5.9)
using the covariant derivatives dened in section 4.3. We apply this also if V contains other
indices I; ; : : :; in this case the appropriate connections  IJK ;  

 are included in the r
and r operation as in (4.23) and (4.25).
Observe immediately the dierence with ordinary transformations which follow the
normal chain rule:
 []V (z; z) = (@V )z
 + (@ V )z
 : (5.10)
Consider rst the action of (5.9) on the conformal scalars XI :
^ []XI = rXI z = 1p
2






where for the third equality we used (4.42) with 0 = 0 due to the S-gauge condition. We
thus obtain that this covariant superconformal transformation on this eld is equal to the Q-
transformation of the superconformal theory. This is also true for all other covariant objects
that are well-dened in the superconformal theory. For these, we can use (4.30), and thus






JrJV I + 





according to (3.15) for the conformal Q-supersymmetry.
Notice that these equalities were not valid for the non-covariant transformations,
see (5.6), which lead to a compensating T -transformation in (5.8). The covariant trans-

















covariant transformation of the dilatation condition N =  a is according to (5.12) the












= 0 ; (5.13)
due to the S-gauge condition (4.44). Thus the compensating dilatation transformation
vanishes, i.e. D() = 0.
The next gauge condition is the T -gauge y = y. But since y is covariantly constant,
see (4.26),
^ []y = (ry)z + (ry)z  = 0 : (5.14)
Therefore, the T -gauge condition y = y is invariant and the decomposition law for the
covariant transformations is T () = 0, to be confronted with (5.8) for the usual super-
Poincare transformations.
For completeness, we now discuss the relation between these transformations and the
ordinary transformations. Comparing (5.9) and (5.10), we nd with (4.22):
^ []V =  []V + a 1

w^+(@K)z + w^ (@K)z 

V : (5.15)
For objects already dened in the superconformal theory, w^+ =  w^  = 12c, and the cor-
rection term just amounts to the T -compensating transformation in (5.8). The Poincare
theory involves also quantities that are dened only after the split of variables (4.1). For
example, this applies to the superpotential W that is dened from the superconformal W
by W = y3W . For these, we do not have the conformal transformations. Their covari-
ant Poincare transformations are related to the ordinary Poincare transformations by the
full rule (5.15).
As an example we apply (5.15) to the superpotential W , which has w^+ = 3 and w^  = 0:
^ []W =  []W + 3a 1(@K)Wz
= @W z
 + 3a 1(@K)Wz = rW z :
(5.16)
For quantities with various indices the relation between the covariant and ordinary
Poincare covariant derivatives is as in
















5.3 Poincare covariant transformations on all elds
Now we consider also the other elds in the theory, which are the fermions and auxiliary
elds from the chiral multiplets, and the elds of the Weyl multiplet. We saw above that
for the scalars the covariant Poincare supersymmetry can be identied with the covariant
Q-supersymmetry of the conformal theory. However, we still have to consider the S-gauge

















covariant Poincare supersymmetry as the combination of covariant Q and S transformations
that preserve the gauge xing16
^ [] = ^Q[] + ^S [()] : (5.18)
The decomposition law the S supersymmetry, (), will be obtained in section 6.1, see (6.17).
The covariant superconformal transformations leave the action invariant. The super-
Poincare action is dened as the superconformal action after applying gauge conditions.
Since the covariant super-Poincare transformations leave these gauge conditions invari-
ant and are a linear combination of the superconformal ones, they must also leave the
action invariant.
6 O-shell Poincare supersymmetry
In this section we will derive and present our main results: the full supersymmetry action
and transformation laws of the super-Poincare theory including the auxiliary elds of the
chiral multiplets. But let us rst summarize where we stand.
The previous section involved some subtle arguments, but the upshot is very sim-
ple. The covariant supersymmetry transformations of the superconformal theory reduce to
the covariant supersymmetry transformations of the Poincare theory after gauge xing is
properly incorporated. Therefore, we will remove the indication   on ^ from now on.
These covariant Poincare symmetry transformations act in a simple way on functions
of z and z: we have the covariant expressions (4.20){(4.22) and (5.9):
rV (z; z) =
 
@z
r + @z r

V ; ^V (z; z) =
 
zr + z r

V : (6.1)
These relations also hold if V carries indices I or . Further the covariant derivatives (and
thus covariant transformations) vanish on y and on the metrics, e.g.
^y = 0 ; ^GI J = 0 ; ^g = 0 : (6.2)
In fact, y is totally inert: ry = ry = ry = 0. Thus one can use the denition
XI = yZI(z), and
rZI = 0 ; rrZI = 0 ; rrZI = a 1gZI ; (6.3)
and in general commutators of covariant derivatives give curvatures in the embedding and
projective spaces, related by (4.41). We will frequently use the metric relations encoded in
the matrix equation (4.36).
Finally, we will often need the covariant transformation of rXI ,
^rXI = rrXIz +rrXIz
 = a 1XIgz
 ; (6.4)
which follows from (6.1) and (6.3).
16If there are objects that transform under special conformal transformations, we furthermore have to


















An integral part of the covariant rules in section 3.2 are the covariant derivatives of scalars
and fermions (3.19) and (3.22). These can be rewritten as






















where we have split the auxiliary gauge eld of the T -symmetry into its bosonic and
fermionic part:



































In order to express these in terms of Poincare variables, we use the relations (4.42)
to expand all elds in terms of the basis (XI ;rXI). Moreover, we will use the gauge
condition 0 = 0. To illustrate this procedure, let us focus on the expression for AF .
The rst term vanishes by the S-gauge condition (4.44). In the second term, we express








J =   1
4a
iNI JrXIrX J 





where we have used (4.36).
The full covariant derivative of the scalars in the (XI ;rXI) basis reads





where we have dened the supercovariant derivative on Poincare scalars. Similarly, the

















in terms of the Poincare covariant derivatives
D^ = r   1p
2






































We now turn to the supersymmetry transformations, starting from their conformal
counterparts (3.17). We rst repeat the derivation of the transformations of the scalars









PLrXI = rXIz ; (6.12)





Covariant methods allow us to nd the transformations of the other Poincare elds
quite easily. Let us start with the fermion transformation. Expanding both the super-
conformal transformations and the transformations of the Poincare elds in terms of the
covariant basis, one has
^
I = XI ^0 +rXI ^ + ^(rXI) ;
= XI(^0 + 1ag
z
) +rXI ^ : (6.14)
On the other hand, from the conformal transformation in (3.17) using the covariant deriva-







rXI( =Dz + h)+XI







Equating these two expressions for the superconformal transformations leads to the










+ 2PL ; (6.16)
where we have performed a Fierz rearrangement to bring both fermion trilinear expressions
to the same form.
In addition to the transformation of the physical fermion, (6.16) also leads to the
decomposition law announced in (5.18). The requirement that the SUSY variation of the
remaining component 0 leaves the gauge choice 0 = 0 invariant, i.e. ^0 = 0, results in






 h0 + 3i =AF

 : (6.17)
Finally, the SUSY transformation laws of the auxiliary elds can be derived in the
same way. On the one hand, from a covariant transformation on the denition in (4.42),
we have the expression
































while the superconformal transformation laws are expanded into (using (4.41))
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The covariant SUSY transformations above are amongst the central results of this
paper. The covariant transformations of the fermions have an additional contribution
due to the o-shell auxiliary elds h. Finally, we also obtained the transformation of
the auxiliary elds (6.20). Note that these contain specic quartic fermion terms, which
organize into Kahler curvatures by virtue of covariance.
We now consider elds of the Weyl multiplet. At the superconformal level these elds
and their covariant superconformal transformations are independent of the Kahler target
space. However, we have to take the decomposition laws into account, which dier for
ordinary and covariant Poincare transformations. The transformation of the frame eld is




a  : (6.21)
The eld b is eliminated by the dilatation gauge choice, and A has been replaced by
A + AF . The covariant transformation of the gravitino remains; for this we need the
decomposition law (5.18). Furthermore, we will apply the split (6.6), and include the
bosonic part in a covariant derivative:
























Note that  can be considered as having chiral weight c = 3=2.
Due to the compensating S-transformation, the super-Poincare covariant gravitino









h0   3i =AF

 ] : (6.23)
Note that ^ in (6.11) is related to R^
 




















6.2 Superpotential part of the action
To write the action in Poincare variables, is now a straightforward substitution using the
new variables. Instead of deriving the full action in this paper, we will only highlight those
parts that contain the auxiliary elds. The remainder of the action coincides with the
on-shell version and can be found in [16].
As an example of the calculation of the action, we consider the F -term of the geometric
formulation of the superconformal theory (3.26):






WI   
I + 1
2
W  PR  + h:c: ; (6.24)
We will use the relation between conformal and Poincare elds as in (4.42), but we set
0 = 0 due to the S-gauge condition. The superpotential W obeys two fundamental
relations: one is the denition of the Poincare superpotential W , and the other is the
statement that it should be homogeneous of degree 3:
W = y3W ; y ZIWI = 3W = 3y3W : (6.25)
Taking covariant derivatives leads to two new equations
WI rZI = y2rW ; rZIWI + y ZIWI;JrZJ = 3y2rW : (6.26)
We further need the second derivative of the rst equation, using (4.38):
WI;J rZI rZJ = yrrW : (6.27)
This easily leads to









yWI   rZI + 1
2
W  PR  + h:c:
= y3












+ h:c: ; (6.28)
where y3 = e
2K=2.
6.3 The auxiliary eld action
The [W]F action of (3.26) contains a linear term in the F^ I , while [N ]D includes a quadratic
term. They can be combined in the quadratic expression:
e 1LF = GI J(F^ I   F^ IG)( ^F J   ^F JG) GI J F^ IG ^F JG ; F^ IG =  GI JW J : (6.29)



























Using the denitions in (4.42) as well as the gauge-xing conditions, the auxiliary action
for h0 and h becomes
e 1LF = g(h   hG)(h   hG)  ghGhG   a(h0   h0G)(h0   h0G) + 3h0Gh0G : (6.31)
Here the Gaussian values are given by




We will keep both h and h0 o shell for the future work with a nilpotent multiplet.17 The
result for the full auxiliary eld Lagrangian is then
e 1L = e 1Lbook + g(h   hG)(h   hG)  a(h0   h0G)(h0   h0G) ; (6.33)
where Lbook is the result in [16, section 18.1]. The quadratic term in h also appears in [4].
In a theory in which there are algebraic constraints on chiral multiplets, one can
eliminate the auxiliary elds h by means of an order by order expansion in fermion





The expansion terminates because of Grassmann anti-commutation.
6.4 Consistency
Having derived the full action with auxiliary elds, as well as their transformation laws, a
consistency check is to prove that these transformation laws leave the on-shell values (6.32)
invariant; in other words, is integrating out the auxiliary elds compatible with unbroken
supersymmetry or not? Of course this question will be answered armatively (otherwise
there would not be supergravity theories with on-shell auxiliary elds), but in reaching this
conclusion we will gain an understanding of the structure of the supersymmetry transfor-
mations of the auxiliary elds. In particular, we will show that they take a very simple
on-shell form.
Which eld equations should we use? The transformations of the auxiliary elds h
of the matter multiplets are expected to be related to the eld equations of their fermionic
partners . Indeed, from e.g. [16, (18.6)] we can derive the eld equation of these fermions,
and after recombining various explicit gravitino terms in covariant derivatives, one nds
indeed an expression related to (6.20). This leads to
p
2^h =  ge 1 L
 
  h0   gm +
1p
2
   (hG   h)
  3a 1y3W   y3grrW =
p
2^hG ; (6.35)
where the use of eld equations is indicated by . This thus coincides with the covariant
transformation of the on-shell value of h.
17We are not retaining other auxiliary elds like A and D
A since they are not aected by the constraints

















The partner of the auxiliary eld h0 was 0, but this eld has already been elimi-
nated by the S-supersymmetry gauge condition. However, we can trace back that eld
equation to another one by recalling that the conformal action Sconf was invariant under
S-supersymmetry. The only elds that transform under S-supersymmetry are the grav-
itino and 0, see (6.16), and thus the invariance of the action under S-supersymmetry is
the statement








Hence the eld equation of 0 is proportional to the trace of the eld equation of the
gravitino. Therefore we start with the gravitino eld equation obtained from [16, (18.6)]:
PL






















y3rW + 3iPL =AF  : (6.37)






 + 3PR   (h0G   h0) + 2
p
2y3rW (6.38)






rW = rh0Gz  : (6.39)
The last term is the expected result; it is the covariant transformation of the on-shell
value of h0.
7 Synopsis
The natural geometric setting for chiral multiplets in N = 1; D = 4 supersymmetry or
supergravity is that of a Kahler manifold. In [12] we developed a formulation of global
supersymmetric theories that is manifestly covariant under holomorphic dieomorphisms
of the target space. In this paper we extend this covariant approach to supergravity, and
present a covariant treatment, which includes the auxiliary elds of chiral multiplets.18
We follow the superconformal approach to supergravity, which includes a compensator
multiplet and therefore begins with a set of n+1 chiral multiplets XI ;
I ; F^ I . The notation
F^ I indicates that the usual auxiliary elds F I are modied so that they transform as a
vector under dieomorphisms. The XI are holomorphic coordinates of an n+1 dimensional
conformal Kahler manifold whose metric NI J(X;
X) is homogeneous. The superconformal
group includes a chiral symmetry called the T symmetry, and we dene supersymmetry
transformations that are covariant under dieomorphisms and covariant derivatives that

















include the composite T -connection. The covariant formulation leads to simplied actions
and transformation rules.
The physical theory, which is invariant under Poincare supersymmetry, contains n
chiral multiplets z; ; h, which are dened in terms of the superconformal components
in (4.42). The passage from superconformal to Poincare requires gauge-xing conditions
for symmetries of the superconformal algebra that are not part of the Poincare subalgebra.
The most important of these are the dilatation, T -symmetry, and the S-supersymmetry.
The covariant supersymmetry transformations can be expressed in terms of the physical
elds, but this is not quite enough. The gauge-xed action is invariant only if the gauge-
xing conditions are maintained, and this requires certain compensating transformations.
In the end we dene covariant supersymmetry transformations of the physical elds that
require only the compensating transformation for S-supersymmetry.
While the process described above is somewhat involved, the resulting passage from
superconformal to the super-Poincare theory is very simple. The nal o-shell Poincare the-
ory contains n the expected h auxiliary elds, which are auxiliary elds of the physical
chiral multiplets, plus the eld h0 whose role is the same as the S + iP auxiliary eld of
the old minimal formalism. The SUSY transformations for scalars, fermions and auxiliary
elds, all explicitly covariant, can be found in (6.13), (6.16) and (6.20). We also derived the
auxiliary eld action in detail that is relevant for auxiliary elds, and discussed the rela-
tion between its on- and -o-shell forms. One possible application of our framework would
be the investigation of possible supergravity theories with novel non-linear realization of
supersymmetry. The canonical example follows from a nilpotency condition 2 = 0 on a
single supereld, which expresses the scalar eld as a fermion bilinear. Other constraints
involving e.g. multiple chiral elds or the supergravity multiplet itself can be addressed in
a similar fashion, with dierent relations between the components of these multiplets. We
hope that our covariant approach provides a fruitful starting point for such investigations.
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